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JOE T VANNELLI
Joe T Vannelli means House Music, simple as that. An inseparable link, a journey which started
in 1977. Vannelli is always a leader, the mind and soul at some of the most well-known clubs and
parties as “After Dark” in Milan, “Exogroove afterhour”, “New York Bar” and most of all his event
“Supalova” which tours through Ibiza, Milan, Riccione etc and is always broadcasted live. His set
at Tomorrowland in 2015 was legendary.
1999 sees Joe T Vannelli as the first Italian DJ to win the DJ Awards in Pacha Ibiza for his
contribution to the DJ industry.
But the “simple” life of a DJ was not enough for Joe T Vannelli who created “Sound Factory” in
Milan as a place for artists to follow their dream. “Sound Factory” represents a unique place of its
kind including a theatre where professionals and new talents can meet and find inspiration with a
vast music library of 40.000 records, a sound room equipped with the best technology to stream
all types of performances on social platforms.
During the first lockdown in Italy in 2020 Joe T Vannelli layed the foundation of his “Joe T Vannelli
Live On Tour” events with the aim to offer a concrete journey throughout the most sensational
venues and wonderful landscapes that Italy has to offer. Enhancing the historical heritage of Italy
and respecting the social distancing with a weekly virtual show became soon a winning formula,
registering dizzying numbers of viewers from around the world.
Joe T Vannelli’s music has been appreciated worldwide for decades. Songs like “Play With the
Voice” – Joe T Vannelli feat. Csilla, or “Sweetest Day Of May” – Joe T Vannelli project feat.
Harembee, the original as well as the remix, have been worldwide club hits and at the top of any
relevant charts.
He has remixed legends such as David Guetta, Loleatta Holloway, Mark Knight, David Morales,
Danny Tenaglia, Louie Vega, Hot Since 82, Erick Morillo, Ginuwine feat. Timbaland & Miss Elliott,
Danny Tenaglia. He worked with likes as Giorgio Moroder, Bohannon, Thelma Houston, Space
2000, Bobby Brown, Mark Morrison, Eartha Kitt and produced for Robert Miles, Spiller, Pink
Coffee, Ania J., Csilla, Rockets, Matt Goss, Helen & Terry, Joi Cardwell, Wilson Lee.

His “Supalova” compilation was mixed live by Joe T Vannelli and followed by dj-sets in the best
clubs around the world: from New York to Los Angeles, from London to Paris, from Ibiza to
Mykonos, Tokyo, Amsterdam, Oslo, Hamburg, Zurich, Sydney, Melbourne, Santo Domingo,
Dublin … This globetrotter has been touring the world around more than once. Memories were
made on dance floors at Pacha, Ministry Of Sound, Supper Club, Renaissance, Cream, Wall and
many more.
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